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QUESTION 1

Marco has built an XPage that has increased in complexity over time and now contains several hundred lines of XSP
markup, with many postback actions that conditionalize the display of the page. He feels that the page does not perform
well and is looking to improve the responsiveness for the end-user. He is considering the following actions to improve
performance. All of the following actions may improve performance EXCEPT which one: 

A. Reduce the size of the page by splitting it up into several custom controls wherever possible. 

B. Use Partial Refresh to conditionally redraw only those parts of the page impacted by postback actions. 

C. Conditionally set the "loaded" property to "true" for controls and data sources that are displayed, and "false" when
they are hidden. 

D. Use scoped variables to store/retrieve data that will not change between postback requests. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Elizabeth needs to parse the contents of a web page held on a remote server into an applicationScope variable via the
server side onclick event of a button using Server Side JavaScript. How would she do this? 

A. It is not possible to perform network operations from Server Side JavaScript 

B. Create a new Java class to perform the operation in a Java Script Library and call it from the onclick event of the
button. 

C. Create a new Java class to perform the operation in a Java Agent and call it from the onclick event of the button. 

D. Create a new Java class to perform the operation in the WebContent\WEB-INF\src folder via the Package Explorer
and call it from the onclickevent of the button. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

John wishes to create a component that is capable of saving its state as the JSF component tree is being saved and
restored. In order to do this, John\\'s component must implement which of the following interfaces: 

A. com.ibm.xpages.component.XPStateHolder 

B. javax.faces.component.StateHolder 

C. javax.faces.component.DataHolder 

D. javax.xpages.component.StateHolder 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

John wishes to add a managed bean to his application. In order to do this he must do which of the following: 

A. Create a file called xpages-config.xml within his application and define the managed bean within the file using the
appropriate syntax. 

B. Create a JavaBean class and add the Java class as a page resource to the XPage where the managed bean is to be
used. 

C. Open the pre-existing faces-config.xml file located at WebContent\WEB-INF\faces-config.xml and add the
appropriate markup to the file. 

D. Open the pre-existing xpages-config.xml file located at WebContent\WEB-INF\xpages-config.xml and add the
appropriate markup to the file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Titus has created a JSON string that he will pass to the browser. What method could he use to convert the string to an
object? 

A. dijit,fromJson() 

B. dojo.fromJson() 

C. dojo.toJson() 

D. dijit.toJson() 

Correct Answer: B 
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